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Speakers begin black history recognition

Datebook
Monday, Jan. 20
Martin Luther King Jr. Day, state
holiday, classes will not be held and most
University offlees will be closed.
..Indiana JOMS. Temple of Doom,"
University Activities OrganlZatlon
sponsored film, 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m., 221
West Hall. Tickets are pr1ced at $1.50 for
students, faculty and staff {with University
ID).

Tuesday,Jan.21
Claaalfled Staff Councll llMting, 10
a.m., Taft Room, University Union.
Faculty Senate M11t1111g, 2:30 p.m.,
Assembly Room, McFall Center.

\Yednesday,Jan.22
Women'• Baabtball, Bowling Green vs.
Northern Illinois Univ., home, 5:30 p.m.
Men'• Bultetball, Bowling Green vs.
Northern Illinois Univ., home, 8 p.m.

Thursday, Jan.23
llMtlng. of Bowling Green IBM PC
Users Group, guest speaker Floris Wood,
who will talk about PC-Ale Ill, 7:30 p.m.,
113 Business Administration. Public
domain software will be available for
copying after the talk.
..Rebel Without A C.uae," University
Activities Organization sponsored film, 8
p.m., 221 West Hall. Free.

Friday, Jan. 24
Women'• Swimming. Bowling Green vs.
Xavier Univ., home, 7 p.m.
Men'• Swimming. Bowling Green at
Mini-MAC, at Eastern Michigan Univ.,
Ypsilanti, Mich., 7 p.m.
Hockey, Bowling Green vs. St. Lawrence
Univ., at Canton, N.Y., 7:30 p.m.
..llon onc:le d'Alwtque.." a department
of romance languages and French House
sponsored film, with English subtitles,
7:30 p.m., Gish Film Theater, Hanna Hall.
Free.
Concert, Symphonic Band, 8 p.m.,
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.
Free.
"Rllmbo," University Activities
Organization sponsored film, Jan. 24 and
25, 8 p.m., 10 p.m. and midnight, Main
Auditorium, University Hall. Tickets are
pr1ced at $1.50 for students, faculty and
staff (with University ID).
Concert, University Symphonic Band, 8
p.m., Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts
Center. Free.

Saturday, Jan. 25

Three speakers from Washington,
D.C., New York City and Seattle,
Wash., will be on campus Saturday,
Feb. 1, for the opening event of Black
History Month.
The Office of Minority Affairs will
sponsor a conference entitled "An
Affirmation of the Afro-American
Male: Myths and Realities."
The program will feature Samuel B.
McKinney, senior pastor of Mount
Zion Baptist Church In Seattle;
Audrey Manley, medical director,
chief medical officer and deputy
associate administrator for planning,
evaluation and leglslatlon, U.S.
Department of Health and Human
Services; and Calvin Butts, adjunct
professor of African Studies at the ·
City College of New York and
executive minister of the Abyssinian
Baptist Church.

Classified

Emplo~ent

Opporfunities
The following classified positions are
available.
• Indicates that an Internal candidate
from the department Is bidding and being
considered for the position.
NEW VACANCIES
Posting Expiration Date for Employw to
Apply: 5 p.m. Tuesday, Jan. 21. 1188
1·28-1

CONTINUING VACANCIES
Poatlng Expiration o.te for EmployMa to
Apply: 5 p.m. Tundey, Jan. 21, 19116
1-21·1

Account Clerk 1
Pay Range4
Bursar's Office
Permanent, part-time

1-21·2

Clerk 2
Pay Range3
Continuing Education
{Promotion & Marketing)

Temporary, part-time
{Through June 30, 1986)
1·21~

1-21"'4

• Clerk 2
Pay Range3
Registration and Records
Library Aaalstant

Pay Range4
Library/Curriculum Resource
Center

Concert, University Concert Band, 11

a.m., Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts
Center. Free
Women'• Baaketball, Bowling Green vs.
Kent State Univ., at Kent, 5:30 p.m.
Hockey, Bowling Green vs. St. Lawrence
Univ., at canton, N.Y., 7:30 p.m.
Men'a Baabtball, Bowling Green vs.
Kent State Univ., at Kent, 8 p.m.

Food Settlc:e Wener
Pay Range 1
Food Operations
Academic year, full-time

1·21·5

1·21~

lloNI' 1
Pay Range4
Inventory Management
SecreWy 1

Pay Range26
Chemistry

Sunday,Jan.26
Concert, by guest pianist David Hobbs, 3
p.m., Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center. Free.
Concert, by violist Nathan Gordon and
pianist Virginia Marks, 8 p.m., Bryan
Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.
Free.

Monday, Jan. 27
"The Big Chill," University Activities
Organization sponsored film, 7 p.m. and 9
p.m., 221 West Hall. Tickets are 'riced at
$1.50 for students, faculty and staff (with
University 10).

Exhibits
Through Jan. 26
"Halley: A Comefs Tale," University
planetarium program about Halley's
Comet. Tuesdays and Fridays, 8 p.m.,
Sundays, 7:30 p.m. A $1 donation per
person will be accepted.

Through Jan. 31
Northwest Ohio Scholastic Art Exhibit,
Fine Arts Gallery. Free.

The conference Is expected to
address the myths and realities of the
social, historical, educational,
religious and health variables that
have an impact on the lives of AfroAmerican males.
The three speakers will deliver
papers on "The Social and Economic
Conditions of the Afro-American Male
In American Society," "The Health
Concerns of the Afro-American Male"
and "The Afro-American Male from
the Historical Context," respectively.

The following faculty positions are available:
EDCI: Assistant professor (two positions) and visiting assistant/associate professor.
Conlact Robert Oana (2-7314). Deadline: March 14.
Rnance and lnsunncc Associate/full professor. Contact Darwin B. Close (2-2520).
Deadline: April 15.
·
Home Economlca: Assistant professor, family studies; assistant professor, Interior
design; associate professor, human nutrition and dietetics, and associate professor,
textiles and clothing. Contact Deanna J. Radeloff (2·7823). Deadline: March 1.
llualc Educatloll: Assistant director of bands/assistant professor. Contact Mark S.
Kelly {2·2186). Deadline: Feb. 14.
Romance La119•1gee: Instructor. Contact Diane Pretzer {2·2667). Deadline: Feb. 28.
Sociology. ~ant professor, mathematical demography. Contact M.D. Pugh
(2·2294). Deadllne:'.AJ>rll 1.

·.
The followlng aifmlnlstratlve staff positions are available:

..

j· --- - - -

Alhletlca: Assl.t football coach (five positions). Contact Moe Ankney {2·7083).
Deadline: As soon as possible.
Llbr8ry: Coordln;tor of circulation services. Contact Joan Repp {2·2106). Deadline:
Jan. 31.
•.
Office ol lllnalllf Affalra: Director, minority programs and actlvltleS. Contact Susan
C&ldwell (2-2558). ~line (extended): Jan. 22.

Expected to attend the conference
are students, educators,
representatives of community
agencies working with black families,
religious organizations, health and
human service workers. The program
Is free and open to the public.
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In Brief
Ten join classified staff

IMC adds laser printer

Ten people joined the University's
classified staff in November and
December as full-time or part-time
employees.
Their names, positions and
departments are:
Joann Gllllan, typist 1, philosophy;
Margaret Quinlan, custodial worker,
night academic; Scott Hines, clerk 1,
post office; Eric Johnson, auto
mechanic 2, grounds; Earl Usk Ill,
audio visual specialist, Firelands
College.
Robert Johns, custodial worker, day
academic; Roselyn Crowe, custodial
worker, dormitory custodial; Jessica
Wade, secretary 1, English; Thomas
Neiling, carpenter 1, carpenter shop,
and Kenneth Brown, maintenance
repair worker 2, mechanical
maintenance.

The Instructional Media Center has
added an Apple LaserWriter Printer to
its typesetting capabllitles, according
to Keith Bernhard, director.
The printer will enable users of
Macintosh computers to design and
produce text and graphic materials of
exceptional quality, he said.
Bernhard said the printer can be
used for student term papers, theses,
reports, resumes, project proposals
and conference papers.
"It will make things more efficient
because proofreading becomes a lot
easier and quicker," he said.
IMC has prepared a "LaserWriter
User's Survival Kit" with a short
manual on tips and techniques and a
pre-formatted start-up disk that has a
set of LaserWriter fonts. Copies of
the kit, which cost $3.75, can be
obtained between 8:30 am. and 4:45
p.m., Monday through Friday.
Costs of 'lther services can be
obtained from University Typesetting
Services in 110 Education Building.

Six added to ranks
Six people have recently joined the
University's administrative staff.
They are: lngrld Myers, director of
forensics, interpersonal and public
communication; Florence Dielman,
part-time interlibrary loan assistant,
library; Katrina Meyer, assistant
director, research services; Branda
Swihart, assistant director of athletic
development, athletic department;
Unda P. Hamlllon, assistant director,
placement services, and Barbara
Hoffman, nurse clinician, student
health services.

Software is available
Computer Services has the
following software available for use in
102 Hayes Hall by faculty, staff and
graduate students. To use the
software, a University ID must be
presented to the on-duty consultant.
For Macintosh: C, Exper Logo,
Factflnder, Alevislon, Jazz,
Macadvant Pascal, MacDraw,
MacPascal, MacProject, MacSpell,
MacTransfer, MacType,
MacWrite/MacPaint, Microsoft Chart,
Microsoft Ale, Multlplan, P-System
Pascal, SciFont, Switcher,
Thundersca'l·and Typing Intrigue.
For Apple II: Apple DOS, Apple
Pilot, Applewriter, CP/M, DOS Tool
Kit, Education Stat-Pac, Mailsys, PFS
File, PKASO/U, Softerm 2, TASC basic
compiler, Terrapin Logo and Visicalc.
For IBM PC: Aladin, Assist/Watfiv
checker, BPS Business Graph, DOS,
Arstdraw 2.0, IBM Filing Assistant
(Demo), IBM Writing Assistant (Demo),
!FPS/Personal, Kermit, Lotus 1-2-3,
Minitab, Multimate, PC-File Ill,
Personal Editor, Professional Basic,
TK!SOLVER (Demo) and Turbo
Pascal.

Stargazing scheduled

Faculty/Staff Positions

The presentations will begin at 8:30
am. in the main auditorium of
University Hall. In the afternoon, the
three guests will present less formal
workshops on their respective topics.

The University observatory is
sponsoring a series of public
stargazing sessions to view Halley's
Comet.
Visitors will be able to look at the
comet through the University's new
half-meter telescope. The viewing
sessions are scheduled from 6:30-7
p.m. nightly through Friday, Jan. 17.
Sessions can be held only if the sky
is clear. The comet disappears behind
the sun later this month and will
reappear in the pre-dawn sky In
March.
The observatory is located atop the
Physical Sciences Laboratory
Building. Visitors should come to the
ground floor lobby by the planetarium
where they will be escorted to the
roof.
Further Information may be
obtained ~Y calling 372-~421.

Space telecast planned
''Teacher In Space," a live telecast
of the first "classroom" to orbit the
earth, will be presented by the
Northwest Ohio Educational
Technology Foundation and WBGUTV, Channel 57, on Tuesday, Jan. 28,
from 11:30 am.-2:15 p.m.
Christa McAulllffe, a New
Hampshire high school teacher
selected by NASA to make the
journey, will conduct two lessons live
from the Space Shuttle Voyager II.
She will be joined by back-up teacher
Barbara Morgan, who will present a
live pre-lesson introduction from the
shuttle simulator at the Johnson
Spaceflight Center in Houston.

Business courses offered
Ave business orientated courses
are being offered during the winter by
the Office of Continuing Education.
The courses include:
• Typing - on Thursdays, from
Jan. 30-March 20, 6:30-8:30 p.m. Cost
is $55.
• Word processing on the IBM/PC
- three sections, each on a
Saturday, Feb. 8, 15 and March 15 8
am.·5 p.m. Cost Is $55.
'
• Beginning word processing - on
Tuesdays, from Feb. 18-March 18, 6-9
p.m. Cost is $70.
• Intermediate word processing:
applications - on Tuesdays, from
April 1-29, 6-9 p.m. Cost is $70.
• Making your money grow:
investing - on Tuesdays, from Feb.
25-March 18, 7:30-9:30 p.m. Cost is

$20.
For more information contact
Continuing Education at 372-8181.

Obituary
Boris Brant, 59, professor of music,
specializing in violin, died Jan. 9 in
Toledo.
He joined the faculty in 1981 after
completing his bachelor's degree in
music at the University of Michigan.
He was a former professor at
Stalarsky School for Gifted Children,
Odessa, Russia Brant was also a
former professor at Odessa
Conservatory of Music.
He came to the United States in
1976 with his daughter after waiting
two years for a visa to leave Rus51a
In order to leave his homeland, Brant
had to divorce his wife, who was not
given a visa She was granted a visa
In 19n and the couple was remarried.
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Muego: Civil war may
follow Filipino election
Dr. Muego said that although the
When Benjamin N. Muego looks at
threat of communism is perceived as
a map of Southeast Asia he sees a
real, he doesn't believe a Marcos
time bomb where the Philippines
defeat
would move the Philippines
should be.
away from the United States.
Dr. Muego, political science,
"It Is the only growing communist
Firelands, is an expert on the
party
in Southeast Asia," he said.
Philippines. Like many others
"But it's growing because of the
interested in international affairs, he
policies of Marcos."
has been watching the Philippines
But Dr. Muego isn't sure that
closely, especially as it approaches a
Aquino
is suited for the rough-andgeneral election that could have
tumble
Filipino
politics. The
catastrophic results.
opposition lacks a party machine,
On Feb. 7, President Ferdinand E.
while Marcos is well~stablished with
Marcos will put his leadership on the
supporters in election positions in
line against Corazon Aquino, widow
every
precinct. He has solid regional
of martyred opposition leader
support and is very adept politically.
Benigno Aquino.
It is important, Dr. Muego said, that
A splintered opposition to the
the
United States offer support to
Marcos regime has come together in
neither
candidate.
a united front in what could be the
"We have strong emotional ties to
greatest challenge to Marcos' 16-year
regime. The election is being watched the Philippines dating back to 1898."
closely in Washington because of the said Dr. Muego, who was born there.
The country's political and social
Philippines' strategic importance
institutions are patterned after the
militarily in the Pacific.
United States, as is its education
Dr. Muego said the unity among
system. English is the language of
opposition candidates will help its
instruction and a majority of the
campaign against Marcos, but does
teachers and professors received
not assure it of victory. However, a
their training in the United States.
divided opposition would have
"It was a showcase before Marcos
certainly meant re-election for
imposed
martial law," said Dr.
Marcos.
'
Muego. "It was a democracy that was
Dr. Muego has studied the
working."
Philippines for some time. He has
There are also sentimental ties to
written numerous articles and
the
country, because many Americans
presented several papers about the
country and its politics. His work has who fought and died freeing the
country from the Japanese in World
appeared in books about the subject
War II are buried there.
and he has appeared before
Should Marcos be re-elected, Dr.
congressional hearings on Asian and
Muego
said he fears a bloody civil
Pacific affairs and human rights. He
war will follow, and follow fairly
is an adjunct lecturer at the Foreign
quickly.
Service Institute in Arlington, Va,
''The perception of many Filipinos
which instructs middle and entry level
is
that if Marcos wins and that he
American foreign service officials in
cheated blatantly, then many people
politics and cultures of the foreign
who are straddling the fence wanting
lands where they will be serving.
a
peaceful change will take up arms,"
"The United States is very
said
Dr. Muego. "The Philippines will
concerned about the elections
be placed in a civil war."
strategically and politically," said Or.
At that point, Dr. Muego said it will
Muego. Clark Air Force Base and
be important that the United States
Subic Naval Base, home of the U.S.
not take a role. ''The policy I have
Seventh Fleet, are in the Philippines.
been advocating to students in
The concern politically is that the
Washington is a policy of distancing
country, without Marcos, would fall
from- Marcos," said Dr. Muego. ''We
into the hands of a hostile
have
to make-both sides realize we
government, like the Communist Party
(See Muego, Page 2)
of the Philippines
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Benjamin N. Muego in class

Tanzania trip to aid Seavoy with book research
Ronald E. Seavoy plans to keep
busy for the next month and a half.
The history professor is on a
faculty improvement leave this year
and is working on his book The
Commercialization of Peasant
Agriculture. He will be in Tanzania
until March 5 to collect material for
the book.
Dr. Seavoy left Jan. 22 to study the
agricultural problems faced by east
African countries.
--._,,..-i;.::.
His book focuses
on two case
•
·
studies: Tanzania
• .....,._
and Russia Both
countries
attempted to
commercialize
food production as
the first step in
feeding an urbanindustrial labor
Ronald Seavoy force. Dr. Seavoy
is examining the reasons for Russia's
success and Tanzania's failure.

~'·

The new book, which has been in
the making for two years, will be a
sequel to a book scheduled for
publication in July entitled Famine in
Peasant Societies. Dr. Seavoy said he
expects to complete the new book in
three or four years.
The trip will also give Dr. Seavoy an
opportunity to take a number of
photographs which he intends to use
in a 300 level history course in the
spring semester of 1987, called
"Famine and Revolution in Peasant
Nations."
Tanzania began its attempt to
commercialize its agricultural
program in 1967, said Dr. Seavoy. By
1974, the program was "an abject
failure," he said.
Dr. Seavoy said he plans to talk
with a variety of government officials
about the program and will visit
villages in different parts of the
country. He will also visit two
agricultural research stations where
two former Bowling Green biology
doctoral students are stationed. He

also plans to visit the brother of a
University student who is a Peace
Corps volunteer in Tanzania.
Dr. Seavoy said he is interested to
see how much of the attempt at
community agriculture remains.
"When Tanzania achieved its
independence in 1961, it was about 95
percent rural," he said. "Today, it's
about 90 percent rural. During its
colonial period, famine was frequent.
After independence, famines have
been frequent."
During famines, food goes to those
able to work in the fields, said Dr.
Seavoy. Young children often go
hungry and are allowed to die
because they are the easiest to
replace.
In contrast, Russia during the same
period increased its industrial base
and improved agricultural production.
The troubles faced by Tanzania are
due in a large part to the country's
culture, said Dr. Seavey.
"'The people do what is necessary
to meet their own food needs. with a

minimum of taxes, a minimum food
reserve for a bad year and a minimum
amount of work," he said.
The culture also puts the burden of
production on the least motivated and
weakest in society, women and
children, according to Dr. Seavoy.
As a result, there is not enough
food production to satisfy the needs
of a growing urban segment of
society. Consequently, that segment
remains stagnant.
"Most governments are not strong
enough to undertake a revolution to
commercialize peasant agriculture,"
he said. "'The political risks are too
high."
The solution is not economic, but
political, according to Dr. Seavoy. He
said food relief from the United
States and other developed countries
only prolongs the problem.
''The government has to lean on the
peasant society," he said. "Someone
has to be willing to and politically
strong enough to carry through an
internal revolution."

Light Ink
P8ge 3, Monitor
JMUal)'

Faculty/Staff
Presentations

Change in SEC membership held up by senate.
After lengthy discussion at its
meeting Jan. 21, the Faculty Senate
tabled a charter revision affecting the
make-up of the Senate Executive
Committee.
The revision would have increased
membership on the SEC from nine to
13, but senators were evenly divided
over how those 13 positions should
be apportioned among the
University's colleges.
The proposed revision called for
eight faculty senators to be elected
by and from the senate. Of those
eight, two each were to come from
the colleges of arts and sciences,
business admi'listration and
education and allied professions,
leaving the remaining two to come
from the University's smaller colleges
- health and human services,
Firelands, technology and musical
arts. Other members on the SEC
would include three officers, chair,
vice chair and secretary, and
undergraduate and graduate student

British philosopher
featured at SYITfJOSillTI
A Jan. 29 symposium on modern
philosophy will feature British
phJlosopher Antony G.N. Flew, who is
one of the
founders of the
modem analytic
philosophy
movement.
Flew of Reading,
England, is
spending each
spring semester at
the University as a
Distinguished
Research Fellow in
A n t ony Flew
the Social
Philosophy and Policy Center from
1986 to 1988.
He is the author of numerous
books and articles. In addition to his
important early study, "Hume's
Philosophy of Belief," Flew has
recently published "Thinking About
Social Thinking" and ''The Politics of
Procrustes." His book, Hume:
Philosopher of Moral Science, will
soon be published.
The symposium, which will be held
at the Mileti Alumni Center, is cosponsored by the Social Philosophy
and Policy Center, the Department of
Philosophy, the Graduate College and
the College of Arts and Sciences.
The program also features two
other well-known philosophers Louis E. Loeb from the University of
Michigan and Alan Hausman from
The Ohio State University. Dr. Loeb
will speak on "Naturalistic
Epistemology in Descartes and
Hume" at 2 p.m. and Or. Hausman's 3
p.m. speech will be on "Hume's Use
of Illicit Substances." Rew's speech,
scheduled for 8 p.m., is entitled
"Hume on the Miraculous."
Fred Miller, executive director of
the policy center, said the reason for
the symposium is to make use of
Flaw's expertise while he is on
campus. He said the issues to be
addressed in the program include
religion, the nature of the mind and
the relationship of philosophy and
science.
"This should prove interesting to
people associated witn compute1
science, psychology 2.!'lc! education,
as well as other disciplines," said :J~.
Miller.
President Pa.ii .!. Olscamp is
ex;>ected to =hair the evening
session. The en~ire S)mcosi!..!m is
open and free to tne p:..ibltc.

Grant applications due
Fa::,..:lty members ·1. ho wish to
apply for ~ac;.il!y Devalopment G~ants
in amounts in ex=ess o! $250 are
reminded thc:t ths deacline for
applications :s !l.onday Feb. 3.
Guidelines c::~ a•1a:iable fr-:.m
department ~ ::r:r-::tc:rics ~r fro~ t:·:e
0ffir.e of lile ~·ic?. president for
""~ ~:.: e:r,-. ir; a Hairs.

equivalency standards for faculty and
the summer calendar were being
studied.
• Heard a report updating the
status of changes in budget
recommendations for 1986-87.
• Was told that a 1983 change in
the Social Security law may reduce
representatives.
the Social Security check a person
Opponents of the charter revision
receives If that person is eligible for
said they felt that the smaller
retirement benefits under Social
colleges would not have adequate
Security and a pension from work not
representation on the SEC, which can
covered
by Social Security (Le. STAS).
control issues brought. ~.f~Jf! the full
The new Social Security benifits
senate. Proponents said the,larger
apply to all workers who reach 62 or
colleges should have greater
become disabled after 1985 and who
representation because of their size.
first become eligible after 1£l85 for a
An amendment to the proposed
monthly payment based at least in
revision offered by Ralph Wolfe,
part on work not covered by Social
English, called for one representative
Security.
from each degree-granting
The benefits will be raduced over a
undergraduate college and one
phase-in period, according to Paul A.
representative from instructional
Mueller, a member of the welfare
support services.
committee. Pamphlets explaining the
The amendment was defeated
change are available through local
27-29. However, a subsequent motion
to add instructional support services · Social Security offices.

Facillty
Senate

Monitor
Monitor Is published weekly by the
Office of Public Relations for faculty
and staff of Bowling Green State
University. The deadline to submit
material for the next Issue, Monday,
Feb. 3, is 5 p.m. Tuesday, Jan. 28.
Editor. Paul E. Kostyu
Student Assistant: Monica Karrer
Photographer: William Brown
Contributors: Clifton P. Boutelle, Teri
Sharp and Gardner A. Mclean Jr.

to the areas that would share
representation with the four small
colleges was passed.
The entire revision was then tabled
following an effort to increase SEC
membership to 15 to allow for
additional representation from the
small colleges. The matter is
expected to be brought up at the
senate's next meeting, which will be
held Feb. 18.
The senate did pass a charter
revision that Increased the number of
memb.ers on the faculty welfare
committee from five to seven.
In other matters, the senate:
• Received a report from the
committee on academic affairs
regarding partial schedules. Faculty
members were told that new
computerization of registration
should improve scheduling.
Departments were also urged to be
more diligent in returning course
demand analyses on time.
Senators were also told that

Book explores biological
·history of Caribbean blacks

Kenneth Kiple has spent most of
his professional career researching
black-related malnutrition and
diseases.
The University professor of history
published the results of some of that
research in a book titled Another
Dimension to the
Black Diaspora Diet, Disease and
Norrinations sought for
Racism, released
Master Teacher Award
in 1981 by the
Cambridge
The Alumni Association and the
University Press.
Undergraduate Alumni Association
Now he has
are seeking nominations for the fifth
compiled
annual Master Teacher Award.
information from
Candidates must be full-time
further research
faculty members with a minimum of
into another book,
.
three years at the University. They
Kenneth
Ktple
The Caribbean
must be nominated by a student or
Slave:
A
Biological
History, recently
fellow faculty member.
issued by the Cambridge Press, and
A committee composed of
he is at work on a third volume which
members of the sponsoring
will discuss the biological history of
associations will review the
slaves
in Brazil.
candidates and select the recipient of
Kiple's most recent book about the
the award. The Master Teacher will be
biological history of blacks·in the
announced at the alumni
association's annual banquet on April Americas focuses on those slaves
taken from their West African
21. The recipient will receive a $1,000
homeland to the Caribbean.
cash award and his or her name will
The author says that during the
be engraved on a plaque at the Mileti
early 16th century the Spaniards
Alumni Center.
imported diseases as well as slaves
Previous winners include Carl
to the area and those diseases took a
Holmberg, interpersonal and public
significant toll on both the native
communication; Peter Hutchinson,
Indians and the slaves. He also
associate dean, College of Business
discusses
ways in which the
Administration; Steven Ludd, political
nutritional habits and disease
science, and Raymond Tucker,
patterns of the slaves' ancestors in
interpersonal and public
communication.
From Page 1
Nomination for.ns can be obtained
from the office of any college dean or
are not supporting either. Let them
the alumni center. The deadline for
resolve their problems on their own. If
nominations is Friday, Jan. 31.
Marcos is overthrown, then we will be
seen as acting in good faith.
Hoa-e named journal ecfltor
"If we are pushed out like in
Vietnam, it would represent a set
Richard 0. Hoare, geology and
associate vice president for academic back because it would all but end us
as a Pacific power."
affairs, has been elected managing
How a civil war will turn out largely
editor of one of the world's top
depends on what side the military
scientific journals.
finds itself, said the Firelands
Dr. Hoare was elected to the top
post of the Journal of Paleontology at professor. "Marcos may not be able
!o ccunt ~!" ttie '1"011,.,lithit; armed
a joint annual meet!!'!g o! The
forces," said D~- Muego. "But the
Paleontological Society and The
seni·:::~ ofiicer corps will stand witti
Geologica! Soc!ety of America.
Marcos, because they have no choice.
"Paleontctogy is tne st;.idy of
They've been identified too mi..cn v.;ch
fossils of olants, ·1ertebrates,
Marcos. Whether they can held !he
inverteb~ates, poller.. spores. actually
rank ar.d file is problematic."
any type of life that has been
To his advantage, Marcos has a
preserved in fossil form," said Dr.
crack palace guard tnat could hole
Hoare, •.vho has been .::m the facult;'
off an attack long enough lo allow
since 1957.
He announced that Don C. Steinker, Marcos to f!ee ihe country should it
come down to that. Marcos, though
geology, would serve as associate ·
aging and at times weak physically, is
managing editor of the journal.
The jot;rnal is published six times a mentally alert and wealthy. He nas
reportedly invested millions of dollars
year for a circulation cf more than
::i,600 members of The Paleontological in other countries, espe-;ially the
United States.
Soc:ety. as well as about 1, 100
''lhe saddest thing of all is that '1
:ibrarie~ around the wor!d. Each issue
-~ivi! '.'1ar would have bro!her fightin~
contains frc:-:i 25-30 articles dealing
trother," said Dr. Muego. Ar.d in the
with various aspect!: 1:'
(-n.c.
there may not be any winne:.
pa1eontcio;i:c21 rese;:,,ch.

Muego

West Africa affected their ability to
survive in their new environment.
Much of the book also focuses on
the health of the black slave in the
West Indies and on the impact of
disease immunity and susceptibility
on both slavery and the history of the
region.
Kiple pays particular attention to
the role that nutrition played in the
development of diseases. He
maintains that Caribbean slaves fared
poorly in their new environment not
because of low fertility but because
of high rates of infant and child
mortality caused by poor nutrition.
He also examines the continuing
struggle of the black West Indians
from the abolition of slavery to the
present.
Kiple has received several grants
and fellowships to conduct his
research about the history of blacks.
He received a National Endowment
for the Humanities Fellowship during
1983-84 for research on the third text
in his current series. Support for the
research also came from the
American Council of Learned
Societies.
Kiple's first book about blackrelated nutrition and disease dealt
. with colonial Cuba. It was published
in 1976.

Computer courses offered

Richard Burka, educational foundations and
inquiry. and Slewen RusMll. special education.
presented the paper ""Homework Yes! Homework
No!" at the Bergamo Conference: The Seventh
Conference on Curriculum Theory and Practice,
in Dayton. Oct~r 1985.
P9ggy !shier, director, field experiences.
presented the lecture ··implications of the
Proposed Standards for Teacher Education
Certification on Field Experience in Ohio" at the
fall meeting of the Ohio Field Directors· Forum,
October 1985,

Cheryl Dldham. eootdinator, field experiences,
presented the lecture "Field Experiences in
Ohio: The Results of a Survey Study"" at the fall
meeting of the Ohio Field Directors· Forum.
October 1985.
Trnor Phllllps, educational foundations and
inquiry. spoke about "The Ragged Schools of
Victorian England and Their Contribution to
Child Emigration"' before the Midwest History ol
Education Society's annual meeting. in Chicago,
October 1985.
John H. Meyer, educational curriculum and
instruction. presented a workshop entitled
""Covering Area from Models to Formulas"' at the
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
Southeast Regional Conference. In Orlando, Fla.,
October 1985John H. Meyer. educational curriculum and
instruction, delivered a lecture about "What
Classroom Teachers Would Love to Tell
Administrators About Computers in the
Classroom" at the Annual Conference of the
Educational Computing Consortium of Ohio, in
Cleveland. October 1985.
M81J L Amos, educational curriculum and
instruction, conducted a two-<lay workshop

Faculty/Staff
Publications
Kenneth Hlbbeln, political science. co-edited
Administrarive Discrelion and Public Policy
fmplementallon. published by Praeger Press.
Jack R. Thomas. history, ''Chilean Views on
Educational Reform at Mid-Nineteenth Century""
in Lalin American Educalion: A Quest for
Identity. (edited by Nancy J. Nystrom), published
by Tulane University Press. 1985Gary R. Heu, history, "Selected South and
Southeast Asian Responses to U.S.-Soviet
Regional Competition" in East-West Rivalry in
the Third World, 1985.

A review of A New Social Contracl coauthored by M. Nall Browne. economics.
appeared in the Seton Hall Law Review.
Karl Schurr, biological sciences. ··Economics
of C'.hannelization"' in American Rivers, vol. 13,
no. 12. 1985,
Leigh Chlantlott. educational curriculum and
instruction. reviewed Becoming a Nation of
Readers: The Report of the Commission on
Reading for Americzn Secondary Education. vol.
14. no. 4, 1985.
Harold Brubaker, educational curriculum and
instruction, and Ronald Partin, educational
foundations and inquiry. "'A Dozen Questions
That Deserve Answers·· in American Secondary
Education, vol. 14. no. 4. 1985.

Faculty/Staff
Grants

Courses are designed for adults
with little or no computer experi~nce.
The courses, "Understanding
Microcomputers," "Financial
Planning Using Microcomputers" and
"Microcomputer System Selection,"
will be limited to 20 students per
class. The first class will be held Feb.
8. Fees are $95 per course.

Gerald Auten, economics. $1,000 from the
Institution for Social and Policy Studies, Yale
University. to support research into the giving
patterns of high income taxpayers and lhe issue
of ...11ether people adjust their giving
immediately in response to Changes in income
and price. or adjust giving gradually over several
years.

For more information and to
regiSt')f, cali thl:! omce vf Cor.tinu!n'.:j
Education at 372-8181.

Robert Guion. psychology, S18.200 from the
A:nerican Psychological Association. Inc .. to
c.Jnlinue support tor the Journal of App/red
Psychology of wt'.i::n Rc:>ert Guion is the editor.

PcYates are welcome

Nora Yan-Shu Uu. t,eaah, ph/sical eCuc3ti:J:t
3tld r<!creation. St0.000 f;cm :t'.e Asia Che:r.ic.ll

Wine will be the subject of a one:-iight seminar at Firelands College for
those with a discerning pai:ite.
The Feb. 13 seminar •...-ill be !ed by
Ed Boas, genera! manager of
Mantey's Vineyards. He will d:scuss
sensory e·,aluation of wines,
winemaking, label reading and wine
terminology. Tasti:-;~ Ohio's fines!
wines and ~rape jui.:es will be part o~
the course. which wili be held from
7-9:30 p.m. ::nd costs $8 for

Cc'poration. Taipei, Taiwan. to si;ppo~ :Oer
:esearch project, ··A Biological Compo.,:scn cf
t>rerr.er.ar::hea: Athleti!s .;~.d Nor.·A:r,ietes.··

the

Communi:,· S: ·· '·. :, O~fice at
Firelands. 43~·~:3·3J axt. 217.

-- · - ··-------

Ron Zwlerlaln. associate director. student
recreation center, presented a speech wtuch was
centered upon ··Health Awareness" and
""Managing Life's Stresses"" at the September
meeting of the Metropolitan Toledo Chapter ot
the American Society for Public Administrators.

Robert A.. Holnws, legal studies. conducted a
seminar entitled ··writing. Implementing and
Maintaining Affirmative Action Plans for
Minorities, Females. Handicapped and
Veterans:· sponsored by the Employers
Association of Toledo, in September and
October 1985.

Kristin G. Congdon, art, gave the presentation
··An Analysis of the Folk Artist in Education
Program" at the American Folklore Society
Convention. in Cincinnati, October 1985,

Sytwt. Huntley educational curriculum and
instruction. presented a papet entitled '"Why Not
Practice What We Preach? Using Effective
Nonverbal Communication In Elementary and
Secondary Classrooms" at the Seventh Annual
Conlerence on Curriculum Theory. Bergamo
Conference Center. In Dayton, October 1985.
Frank McKanna. political science. chaired a
panel entitled ""Rural and Small Local
Government Management Development How
Should We Proceed?"" at the Annual Region 6
Conference of the American Society for Public
Administration. in Flint. Mich., October 1985.
Wallace DaPua. music ~ilionfhistory.
had four of his choral works presented by the
Fostoria High School choirs. October 1985.
Richard J - , music history and_Llnda
Fldlar, music library, delivered a pai>er entitled
"Integrating Library Instruction within the M uslc
History Sequence" at the joint annual meetings
. of the College Music Society, American
Musicological Society, Society for
Ethnomusicology and Society for Music Theory.
in Vancouver. British Columbia, November 1985.
John Scott. theater, read excerpts from his
original play Currents: From the Rivers of Our
Falhets at the Bermuda Writer's Collective
presentation Regeneration, in Bermuda, July
1985.

llercadn Rys-Early, romance languages, "A
un rio le llanaban Damaso," In Hfspania, vol. 87,

no. 2.

Registration is being accepted for
three cours~s being offered in the
University's Microcomputer
Applications Certificate Program.

rregistr::.~ic,r. rin~'. s" · e~ia!s.
For mo~e j;,~.:; ·"'or. contact

baSed on the principles established in the book
Anglo-Ame11can Calaloging Rules, second
edition, for librarians in the Western Ohio
Regional Library Development System. in Lima.
October 1985.

H. Theodore G~t. Arthur G. Neal, ano J~rry
W. Wicks. soc1o!cgy. $126.573 from :ne Natio,al
lnslitu:e of Ct:ild Health an:l Human
:>evelopment. to pursue •esearch to de~elo;> an
em:iirical "'ooel of tt:e p:vcess by whicn couples
f":"'14~e

decisions re·;ard1ng \'OIL!ntary steriliza:1on_

Conrad McRcterts. tir.an.::ial aid . .>562.555
fiom tnc U.S. Departmer-.t o! ~uca!ion. to
re:mDtJ•sc : ·,e Universily for a cart of the wages
;;aid tc eligible WO'~·Study s:udent emplo~ees.
<"lo,1al~ Kausch, psycnology, $13,500 rrocn t~~
""'' .. .:-·Department of Mental Health. to ;;r.>.i•::·
.·~ :... Js !or tra1~ees who serve •n mer.tat reailt'
:-s:1'1..:tio:is or ai;c:i.:ies.

Mercedes Rys-Early. romance languages. ··er
impacto del Greco en la crirlca modema," In
Tofetom - Bolelin de fa Real Academia de
Bellas Artes y Ciencias Hisloricas. ano LXVlll.
Marcades Flys-Early. romance languages,
"'Melendez Valdes: un Romantico lntelectua1;· in
Revista de Estudios Hispanicos. tomo XVIII, no.

2.
Mercades Rya-Earty. romance languages.
"lmagenes renacentistas en Villagra," in
Festschrift for Dr. Sola-Sole.
Janis L Palllster, romance languages, "The
Anti-castle of 'Pauline Reage; •• in The Journal
of the Midwesl Modem Language Association,
Fall 1985.

Frank McKenna, political science. co-authored
a book entitled Compfexily. Managemenr. and
Change: Applying a Systiims Approach,
pu!>lished by KendallfHunt (Dubuque, Iowa).

Larry A. Dunning. computer science.
··sEC-BED-DED Codes for Error Control in ByteOrganized Memory Systems:· in IEEE
Transactio11s On Computers. June 1985_

no.

Adrian R.
art. gave a presentation about
··A Comparative Study ot the Role of
Foundations Programs" at the Mid-America
College Art Association annual meeting, in
Indianapolis. October 1985.

John Piper. health, physical education and
"recrfla!!on. presented a lecture entitled '"The
l POQer:of-the-Positive-Sell Teacher"" al the
Perrysburg Secondary Schools ln,Service Day. in
Perrysburg. October 1985.
John Piper, health, physical education and
recreation. conducted an in-service workshop
entitled '"Invitational Teaching Methods" at the
Pioneer Joint Vocational School, October 1985.
John Piper, health, physical education and
recreation. spoke about '"4-MAT Learning Styles
and Right-Left Brain Modalities"" to a Phi Delta
Kappa chapter. in Casper. Wyo .• October 1985.
Dlllftll Fyffe, educational curriculum and
instruction, presented '"Problem-Solving with
Inquiry Activities to Supplement Science
Lessons·· at the Annual Conference of the
Science Education Council of Ohio. in
Columbus, March 1985.
Darrell Fyffe. educational curriculum and
instruction, delivered two lectures entitled
··Trends in Mathematics Curriculum'" and
"Integrating Mathematics into the Full
Curriculum"" at the Hamilton County Consortium
for Shared Mathematics In-Service Program, in
Cincinnati, October 1985.

communication disorders. and co-authored "The
Effects of Time Compression on Feature
Discrimination As A Function of Age;• in The
Journal of Auditory Research. vol. 28.
Michael Raatatter, communication disorders,
co-authored "Simple Motor and Phonemic
Processing Reaction Times of Stutterers:· in
Perceptual and Motor Skills, vol. 61, 1985.
Wallace DePua. music theory/composition,
composed a work premiered by the Fostoria
High School Choir at the Fostoria City 1985
ThankSgiving Service.
Reim Nledarholar. biology. Firelands. "'The
Milk Sickness - Drake on Medical Interpretation,"
in the Journal of the American Medical
Association. October 1985.
Karan Gould. French. "'Madeleine Gagnon·s
Po(e)litical Vision: Portrait of an Artist and an
Era," in Traditionalism, Feminism. and
Narionafism: Women Writers of Quebec, 1985.
Richard L WaHar II, interpersonal and public
communication. and Howard W. Cotrell,
instructional media center. ""Imaging can
Increase Self Concept and Lecturing
Effectiveness" in Educalion. vol. 105. Spring
1985.

Strftln Russell. special education. wrote a
review of the "Woodcock L.an;iuage Proficiency
Battery," English form for Tesr Criliques. vol. 3,

Pamala C. Alllaon, health, physical education
and recreation, ""Observing for Competence" in
the Journal of Physical Educarion. Recreation
and Dance, August 1985.

Micheal Raststter. communication disorders.
and Marla May-Watson. doctoral candidate in

Alan Zollman. educational curriculum and
instruction. ··Mathematics Teacher Educator's

27, 11111

v. J.,_ Stephana, political science.
dell•ered a paper entitled ""Political Culture and
Electoral Beha•ior: Women candidates for Stale
Legislative Offices in Connecticut, Indiana.
M1Chigan, Missouri and Ohio. 1930-1982" at the
American Political Science Association"s 81st
annual meeting, in New Ofleans, Aug. 29-Sept. 1,
1985.
Mlc:haal Mandan. popular culture. presented a
paper entitled ··Nickel City: Thompson. Manitoba

Playing At Work" at the Midwest Popular Culture
Association Meeting. in Chicago. October 1985.

Victor Ellswor1h. music education. presented
three sessions on string techniques, orchestral
methods and evaluation techniques at the
District 12 OMEA Music Teachers Jn-Service Day,
in Dayton. October 1985.
Ylctar Ellswuth, music education. conducted
High School AJl~ity String Day for the Sidney
Public Schools. October 1985,

Hanry R. Lalnr, technology, presented a
paper entitl'ld "Organization and Management
Techniques for Collegiate Flight Training
Programs - A Foundation for Improved Human
Resources Management•• at the fall business
meeting of the University Aviation Association.
in New Orleans. September 1985.
Joel Rudlngar. humanities. Firelands College.
presented a paper entitled '"Jumpy Mouse and
the Ghosts Within Us" at the 13th annual
meeting of the Midwest Popular Culture
Association. in Chicago, October 1985.
Michael Mandan, popular culture. delivered a
presentation entitled "!Future Trends in the
Popular Arts" at the meeting of the Art
Education Association of Indiana. in
Indianapolis, October 1985.

Tbomn Hilty, an. had two pieces of art
included with 40 national artists In an exhibition
entitled '"Animals"" at the Robert Kidd Gallery. in
Detroit. December 1985.

Response·· in Science and Mathemalics
Eclucalion f0< lhe Year 2000 and Beyond. Fall
1985.
Ernest Pancsofar, special education. "'The
Impact of the Acquisition of Successive Training
Examples on Generalization" in The Journal of
rhe Association For Persons Wilh Severe
Handicaps.
Ernest Pancaofar. and J - Krouse. special
education. "'Developing Independent Living
Skills: A Focus on Generalizations"' in
Techniques.
Ernest Pancsotar. and Robert Blackwell,
special education, co-authored a book entitled
Communily Entry For The Severely Handicapped:
A User's Guide.
Tsuneo Akaha.political science. wrote a book
entitled Japan in Global Ocean Politics.
published by the University of Hawaii Press,
December 1985.
Raymond F. Barltar. marketing. ""lnlerviewer
Survey on Factors Influencing Respondent
Cooperation'" in the Journal of Data Collection,
Fall 1985.
Chan Hahn, Peter Pinto and Dan Sr.go.
management, "Just-In-Time Production and
Purchasing." in World Executive's Digest,
Originally appeared in the Journal of Purchasing
and Material Management in 1983,

Sue Graziano, legal studies, ··Computerized
Stop Payment Orders Under the u.c.c~
Reasonable Care or Customer Beware"" in the
Commercial Law Journal. November 1985,

York. to purchase recording equipment for
research in speech perception.

Walter F. Mc~r. psychology, $34,459 from
the National Institute of Neurological and
Communicative Disorders and Stroke. to pursue
research tor substantially increasing
understanding of important aspects of language
lateralization and of ability patterns in normal
persons.

Soo;a K. Kim, home economics, $22,709 from
the National Institute on Aging. to reimburse the
University for half of the full-time salary and
fringe benefit charges for the assignment period.
Dr- Kim's duties include coordinating a major
workshop on ··Diet. Nutrition and Aging:· and
advising staff on research findings.

Williar.. ii. Jackson, biological sciences,
S..C.200 from ICI Americas, Inc .• to continue
funding for the suppon of a post-doctoral
fellowship for Bruce CGIYtn for the 1985 calender

Robert Early. English. $4.4n from
Arts Council. to continue funding to
the publication of the Mid-American
official publication of the Univers•ty
Department.

A.I. Miiiiron, management suppport services.
$22,903.60 from the Toledo Area Private Industry
Council. to provide participants with a 33-week
intensive training course designed to qualify
them for the occupation of Food Service
Manager.

kl. Milliron. management support services.
S6.000 from the Wood County Department of
Human Services. to provide initial funding for
classroom job readiness training services for
selected panicipants.

Ernest Sayage. visual commun1cat1on anc
tech'1oiogy education. S40.CX>O from :ne O:ii::

Douglas C. Naclr:BB. chemrstry, SSO.CX>O frorr,
M. anc:I T. Chemicals, Inc., to suppon the
department :>f chemistry in resea!"ch:,; ~:ie

the Ohio
assist with
Review. the
English

Larry Smith. English-Firelands. S1,196 from the
Onio Ans Council, to provide fundrng ror
publishing two issues of The Plough. a 32-1=age
:a:>toid macazine y.·htch pi"Ol""'.Otes t~e v:ri:t:i;
ar.d photcg,aphy of t~e North Centra' Oh::: a:ea.
an:j features re-giona! ~o...,cems.
'<athleen Hart. Englist.. $30.000 from t~e Otiio
&:a:d of Recer.ts. to cor.!•r.•..e fur.:::;ni;; of the
Early English C::.m~sition Assessment P:-.'.)!;r:i"'.
The goz.: of the EECAP is :o i:npr.:>ve lhe
:eaching anc evaiuatior: cf vni:10; at ooth t~e
high sch:lOI dnd "niversit> leve:.S.
Rita Keefe. adi;cation. $10.000 from the
i.1anha Holden Jer.nings FoJr:da!ion. to funj a
serie:a of ?r::>gra~s ~·'iich wiH tionor. e:-:ri:h an.::
provide 3 lon:m for the !:ee ex.:::"lange o! 13eas
among professional educators ol tfo:1t:west
Ohio.
Richard Frye. College Access Propam.
$84,583 from the U.S. Dep.1:1ment cl Eauca::on.
to fund the Talent Search P,.:gram wh1c~
incl~das aidrng qual;!ied ~outtis al finan:;a, er
cult'-!~al need.

C-eoanme:;t of =:ducatior:. to aio: ir. cu~i:u1:..:;:i
and act;vity C:eveto:.:"!"len~ in sJp::v:t c! ~ne f 1 a!e
o~ :n::ustrial a.r:s/te::>-i::c!ogy in Q:-:,i:- i;chco:s.
J~ph L Gray. Germar.. :q~ssi:!.:1 a:-:o =:a;'.
Asian Lans;•Ja,ses S1S ~ f:~m tr.e u.S
Dep&tt:ner.t cf E::li..;cati:J"•• lo assist i:-; !~e oro;ec!

to ad::! advareej 1e..·e1 :ourses i:i R...:ssi.= "'..

.Japar.es-e a!lO Chi~ese. a:-::: be£ir.'."'.. :"'.; ,.:...-.i~~.: to
t~3 U;:;versi!y CUJ'iic~lurr•.

year.

sy:ittiesizi~g

of :nerma!ly sta~le ot"!o~o·~'.tiat:.;s

base= on peroxiCes a:ij

reia~~ cor:i:~:..:~~s

Gerald Sa:ldle1T.ire a:>::

Ma:;ia~t

tsh!er.

~liege of Edu:ati.:lr.. S153.37C.3~ ~~,,-~ ~'ie C~1.J
Jc;ia~mer.! o~ Ccu~alior.. ~o de"·a:c:: = 1 a~.s 3:-:~

.::.;r.icu!uri to un~ertake zcu"·1:ies ces:;;ie~ ~c
ma·nta1n c~m;>lia~ce wit".. ".S~ar'li::ar.:s ~.::::
:.0!1e;es or Ur:"1-e:-sities ?.-~;:.3r:..,:; Teac,...e~s.-·

Jong S. Yoon. biolc;;ical scie~:e~. ~.300 to
fac11::a!e a Natio!"la1 Drcso;::"lita S;:-e.::~e~
R'?SO:..:"ce Ce:it-er a~ the Ur:i-.-ers1t·1.

Conrad McRoberts, li"a~::ra, ~ c. S~S.538
frum !he U.S. Oeoartmer.! of =c;.;::at~.:::i. :o

Dori Bright. business education. S3.2& tru~
tne On:o De;:a1r.ient c'. Educa!i::>n. ·~fund
NCt"llSl'OPS tO 00 o'esented throu~llou: t~e stale
deaiing with the legal aspe.::ts o: hi:ir.g an:!

Barry Piersol. College ::' Te::~noicg~·. S9?5
trom the Tennessee Valley .e.i.;tt:cr'ty. foe ar.

firing as related to sex equity.

Larry H. SmaH. ccmmur:i~at;cr1 c!1sc:-.:e:"s.
$1.500 from the Axe-Houg:itor. F:iurd:•t1~n. New

s;.;;;p~e~er.:

tr.e ?e:: Grant

~o;rarn.

academic enric!lme:it program that 1.:"3i:'!S
stude~ts j~ uppe:- grade ie"w·e!s tn:ct..•Qt': 'ieid
experie~ca 1n s~e-c1a,Jze~ aie;iS a;-;d in
inte .. Cisc1pl;:1ary aopr.:;i,.:.r.as in~.~· ...·:~g cu:Ocor
recre-a~ic:i. ej<.J~at;c:i and r.:.:r;.g..;.rre:lt o1

riat:.;ral resource:.

·.
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Faculty/Staff
Presentations

Change in SEC membership held up by senate.
After lengthy discussion at its
meeting Jan. 21, the Faculty Senate
tabled a charter revision affecting the
make-up of the Senate Executive
Committee.
The revision would have increased
membership on the SEC from nine to
13, but senators were evenly divided
over how those 13 positions should
be apportioned among the
University's colleges.
The proposed revision called for
eight faculty senators to be elected
by and from the senate. Of those
eight, two each were to come from
the colleges of arts and sciences,
business admi'listration and
education and allied professions,
leaving the remaining two to come
from the University's smaller colleges
- health and human services,
Firelands, technology and musical
arts. Other members on the SEC
would include three officers, chair,
vice chair and secretary, and
undergraduate and graduate student

British philosopher
featured at SYITfJOSillTI
A Jan. 29 symposium on modern
philosophy will feature British
phJlosopher Antony G.N. Flew, who is
one of the
founders of the
modem analytic
philosophy
movement.
Flew of Reading,
England, is
spending each
spring semester at
the University as a
Distinguished
Research Fellow in
A n t ony Flew
the Social
Philosophy and Policy Center from
1986 to 1988.
He is the author of numerous
books and articles. In addition to his
important early study, "Hume's
Philosophy of Belief," Flew has
recently published "Thinking About
Social Thinking" and ''The Politics of
Procrustes." His book, Hume:
Philosopher of Moral Science, will
soon be published.
The symposium, which will be held
at the Mileti Alumni Center, is cosponsored by the Social Philosophy
and Policy Center, the Department of
Philosophy, the Graduate College and
the College of Arts and Sciences.
The program also features two
other well-known philosophers Louis E. Loeb from the University of
Michigan and Alan Hausman from
The Ohio State University. Dr. Loeb
will speak on "Naturalistic
Epistemology in Descartes and
Hume" at 2 p.m. and Or. Hausman's 3
p.m. speech will be on "Hume's Use
of Illicit Substances." Rew's speech,
scheduled for 8 p.m., is entitled
"Hume on the Miraculous."
Fred Miller, executive director of
the policy center, said the reason for
the symposium is to make use of
Flaw's expertise while he is on
campus. He said the issues to be
addressed in the program include
religion, the nature of the mind and
the relationship of philosophy and
science.
"This should prove interesting to
people associated witn compute1
science, psychology 2.!'lc! education,
as well as other disciplines," said :J~.
Miller.
President Pa.ii .!. Olscamp is
ex;>ected to =hair the evening
session. The en~ire S)mcosi!..!m is
open and free to tne p:..ibltc.

Grant applications due
Fa::,..:lty members ·1. ho wish to
apply for ~ac;.il!y Devalopment G~ants
in amounts in ex=ess o! $250 are
reminded thc:t ths deacline for
applications :s !l.onday Feb. 3.
Guidelines c::~ a•1a:iable fr-:.m
department ~ ::r:r-::tc:rics ~r fro~ t:·:e
0ffir.e of lile ~·ic?. president for
""~ ~:.: e:r,-. ir; a Hairs.

equivalency standards for faculty and
the summer calendar were being
studied.
• Heard a report updating the
status of changes in budget
recommendations for 1986-87.
• Was told that a 1983 change in
the Social Security law may reduce
representatives.
the Social Security check a person
Opponents of the charter revision
receives If that person is eligible for
said they felt that the smaller
retirement benefits under Social
colleges would not have adequate
Security and a pension from work not
representation on the SEC, which can
covered
by Social Security (Le. STAS).
control issues brought. ~.f~Jf! the full
The new Social Security benifits
senate. Proponents said the,larger
apply to all workers who reach 62 or
colleges should have greater
become disabled after 1985 and who
representation because of their size.
first become eligible after 1£l85 for a
An amendment to the proposed
monthly payment based at least in
revision offered by Ralph Wolfe,
part on work not covered by Social
English, called for one representative
Security.
from each degree-granting
The benefits will be raduced over a
undergraduate college and one
phase-in period, according to Paul A.
representative from instructional
Mueller, a member of the welfare
support services.
committee. Pamphlets explaining the
The amendment was defeated
change are available through local
27-29. However, a subsequent motion
to add instructional support services · Social Security offices.

Facillty
Senate

Monitor
Monitor Is published weekly by the
Office of Public Relations for faculty
and staff of Bowling Green State
University. The deadline to submit
material for the next Issue, Monday,
Feb. 3, is 5 p.m. Tuesday, Jan. 28.
Editor. Paul E. Kostyu
Student Assistant: Monica Karrer
Photographer: William Brown
Contributors: Clifton P. Boutelle, Teri
Sharp and Gardner A. Mclean Jr.

to the areas that would share
representation with the four small
colleges was passed.
The entire revision was then tabled
following an effort to increase SEC
membership to 15 to allow for
additional representation from the
small colleges. The matter is
expected to be brought up at the
senate's next meeting, which will be
held Feb. 18.
The senate did pass a charter
revision that Increased the number of
memb.ers on the faculty welfare
committee from five to seven.
In other matters, the senate:
• Received a report from the
committee on academic affairs
regarding partial schedules. Faculty
members were told that new
computerization of registration
should improve scheduling.
Departments were also urged to be
more diligent in returning course
demand analyses on time.
Senators were also told that

Book explores biological
·history of Caribbean blacks

Kenneth Kiple has spent most of
his professional career researching
black-related malnutrition and
diseases.
The University professor of history
published the results of some of that
research in a book titled Another
Dimension to the
Black Diaspora Diet, Disease and
Norrinations sought for
Racism, released
Master Teacher Award
in 1981 by the
Cambridge
The Alumni Association and the
University Press.
Undergraduate Alumni Association
Now he has
are seeking nominations for the fifth
compiled
annual Master Teacher Award.
information from
Candidates must be full-time
further research
faculty members with a minimum of
into another book,
.
three years at the University. They
Kenneth
Ktple
The Caribbean
must be nominated by a student or
Slave:
A
Biological
History, recently
fellow faculty member.
issued by the Cambridge Press, and
A committee composed of
he is at work on a third volume which
members of the sponsoring
will discuss the biological history of
associations will review the
slaves
in Brazil.
candidates and select the recipient of
Kiple's most recent book about the
the award. The Master Teacher will be
biological history of blacks·in the
announced at the alumni
association's annual banquet on April Americas focuses on those slaves
taken from their West African
21. The recipient will receive a $1,000
homeland to the Caribbean.
cash award and his or her name will
The author says that during the
be engraved on a plaque at the Mileti
early 16th century the Spaniards
Alumni Center.
imported diseases as well as slaves
Previous winners include Carl
to the area and those diseases took a
Holmberg, interpersonal and public
significant toll on both the native
communication; Peter Hutchinson,
Indians and the slaves. He also
associate dean, College of Business
discusses
ways in which the
Administration; Steven Ludd, political
nutritional habits and disease
science, and Raymond Tucker,
patterns of the slaves' ancestors in
interpersonal and public
communication.
From Page 1
Nomination for.ns can be obtained
from the office of any college dean or
are not supporting either. Let them
the alumni center. The deadline for
resolve their problems on their own. If
nominations is Friday, Jan. 31.
Marcos is overthrown, then we will be
seen as acting in good faith.
Hoa-e named journal ecfltor
"If we are pushed out like in
Vietnam, it would represent a set
Richard 0. Hoare, geology and
associate vice president for academic back because it would all but end us
as a Pacific power."
affairs, has been elected managing
How a civil war will turn out largely
editor of one of the world's top
depends on what side the military
scientific journals.
finds itself, said the Firelands
Dr. Hoare was elected to the top
post of the Journal of Paleontology at professor. "Marcos may not be able
!o ccunt ~!" ttie '1"011,.,lithit; armed
a joint annual meet!!'!g o! The
forces," said D~- Muego. "But the
Paleontological Society and The
seni·:::~ ofiicer corps will stand witti
Geologica! Soc!ety of America.
Marcos, because they have no choice.
"Paleontctogy is tne st;.idy of
They've been identified too mi..cn v.;ch
fossils of olants, ·1ertebrates,
Marcos. Whether they can held !he
inverteb~ates, poller.. spores. actually
rank ar.d file is problematic."
any type of life that has been
To his advantage, Marcos has a
preserved in fossil form," said Dr.
crack palace guard tnat could hole
Hoare, •.vho has been .::m the facult;'
off an attack long enough lo allow
since 1957.
He announced that Don C. Steinker, Marcos to f!ee ihe country should it
come down to that. Marcos, though
geology, would serve as associate ·
aging and at times weak physically, is
managing editor of the journal.
The jot;rnal is published six times a mentally alert and wealthy. He nas
reportedly invested millions of dollars
year for a circulation cf more than
::i,600 members of The Paleontological in other countries, espe-;ially the
United States.
Soc:ety. as well as about 1, 100
''lhe saddest thing of all is that '1
:ibrarie~ around the wor!d. Each issue
-~ivi! '.'1ar would have bro!her fightin~
contains frc:-:i 25-30 articles dealing
trother," said Dr. Muego. Ar.d in the
with various aspect!: 1:'
(-n.c.
there may not be any winne:.
pa1eontcio;i:c21 rese;:,,ch.

Muego

West Africa affected their ability to
survive in their new environment.
Much of the book also focuses on
the health of the black slave in the
West Indies and on the impact of
disease immunity and susceptibility
on both slavery and the history of the
region.
Kiple pays particular attention to
the role that nutrition played in the
development of diseases. He
maintains that Caribbean slaves fared
poorly in their new environment not
because of low fertility but because
of high rates of infant and child
mortality caused by poor nutrition.
He also examines the continuing
struggle of the black West Indians
from the abolition of slavery to the
present.
Kiple has received several grants
and fellowships to conduct his
research about the history of blacks.
He received a National Endowment
for the Humanities Fellowship during
1983-84 for research on the third text
in his current series. Support for the
research also came from the
American Council of Learned
Societies.
Kiple's first book about blackrelated nutrition and disease dealt
. with colonial Cuba. It was published
in 1976.

Computer courses offered

Richard Burka, educational foundations and
inquiry. and Slewen RusMll. special education.
presented the paper ""Homework Yes! Homework
No!" at the Bergamo Conference: The Seventh
Conference on Curriculum Theory and Practice,
in Dayton. Oct~r 1985.
P9ggy !shier, director, field experiences.
presented the lecture ··implications of the
Proposed Standards for Teacher Education
Certification on Field Experience in Ohio" at the
fall meeting of the Ohio Field Directors· Forum,
October 1985,

Cheryl Dldham. eootdinator, field experiences,
presented the lecture "Field Experiences in
Ohio: The Results of a Survey Study"" at the fall
meeting of the Ohio Field Directors· Forum.
October 1985.
Trnor Phllllps, educational foundations and
inquiry. spoke about "The Ragged Schools of
Victorian England and Their Contribution to
Child Emigration"' before the Midwest History ol
Education Society's annual meeting. in Chicago,
October 1985.
John H. Meyer, educational curriculum and
instruction. presented a workshop entitled
""Covering Area from Models to Formulas"' at the
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
Southeast Regional Conference. In Orlando, Fla.,
October 1985John H. Meyer. educational curriculum and
instruction, delivered a lecture about "What
Classroom Teachers Would Love to Tell
Administrators About Computers in the
Classroom" at the Annual Conference of the
Educational Computing Consortium of Ohio, in
Cleveland. October 1985.
M81J L Amos, educational curriculum and
instruction, conducted a two-<lay workshop

Faculty/Staff
Publications
Kenneth Hlbbeln, political science. co-edited
Administrarive Discrelion and Public Policy
fmplementallon. published by Praeger Press.
Jack R. Thomas. history, ''Chilean Views on
Educational Reform at Mid-Nineteenth Century""
in Lalin American Educalion: A Quest for
Identity. (edited by Nancy J. Nystrom), published
by Tulane University Press. 1985Gary R. Heu, history, "Selected South and
Southeast Asian Responses to U.S.-Soviet
Regional Competition" in East-West Rivalry in
the Third World, 1985.

A review of A New Social Contracl coauthored by M. Nall Browne. economics.
appeared in the Seton Hall Law Review.
Karl Schurr, biological sciences. ··Economics
of C'.hannelization"' in American Rivers, vol. 13,
no. 12. 1985,
Leigh Chlantlott. educational curriculum and
instruction. reviewed Becoming a Nation of
Readers: The Report of the Commission on
Reading for Americzn Secondary Education. vol.
14. no. 4, 1985.
Harold Brubaker, educational curriculum and
instruction, and Ronald Partin, educational
foundations and inquiry. "'A Dozen Questions
That Deserve Answers·· in American Secondary
Education, vol. 14. no. 4. 1985.

Faculty/Staff
Grants

Courses are designed for adults
with little or no computer experi~nce.
The courses, "Understanding
Microcomputers," "Financial
Planning Using Microcomputers" and
"Microcomputer System Selection,"
will be limited to 20 students per
class. The first class will be held Feb.
8. Fees are $95 per course.

Gerald Auten, economics. $1,000 from the
Institution for Social and Policy Studies, Yale
University. to support research into the giving
patterns of high income taxpayers and lhe issue
of ...11ether people adjust their giving
immediately in response to Changes in income
and price. or adjust giving gradually over several
years.

For more information and to
regiSt')f, cali thl:! omce vf Cor.tinu!n'.:j
Education at 372-8181.

Robert Guion. psychology, S18.200 from the
A:nerican Psychological Association. Inc .. to
c.Jnlinue support tor the Journal of App/red
Psychology of wt'.i::n Rc:>ert Guion is the editor.

PcYates are welcome

Nora Yan-Shu Uu. t,eaah, ph/sical eCuc3ti:J:t
3tld r<!creation. St0.000 f;cm :t'.e Asia Che:r.ic.ll

Wine will be the subject of a one:-iight seminar at Firelands College for
those with a discerning pai:ite.
The Feb. 13 seminar •...-ill be !ed by
Ed Boas, genera! manager of
Mantey's Vineyards. He will d:scuss
sensory e·,aluation of wines,
winemaking, label reading and wine
terminology. Tasti:-;~ Ohio's fines!
wines and ~rape jui.:es will be part o~
the course. which wili be held from
7-9:30 p.m. ::nd costs $8 for

Cc'poration. Taipei, Taiwan. to si;ppo~ :Oer
:esearch project, ··A Biological Compo.,:scn cf
t>rerr.er.ar::hea: Athleti!s .;~.d Nor.·A:r,ietes.··

the

Communi:,· S: ·· '·. :, O~fice at
Firelands. 43~·~:3·3J axt. 217.

-- · - ··-------

Ron Zwlerlaln. associate director. student
recreation center, presented a speech wtuch was
centered upon ··Health Awareness" and
""Managing Life's Stresses"" at the September
meeting of the Metropolitan Toledo Chapter ot
the American Society for Public Administrators.

Robert A.. Holnws, legal studies. conducted a
seminar entitled ··writing. Implementing and
Maintaining Affirmative Action Plans for
Minorities, Females. Handicapped and
Veterans:· sponsored by the Employers
Association of Toledo, in September and
October 1985.

Kristin G. Congdon, art, gave the presentation
··An Analysis of the Folk Artist in Education
Program" at the American Folklore Society
Convention. in Cincinnati, October 1985,

Sytwt. Huntley educational curriculum and
instruction. presented a papet entitled '"Why Not
Practice What We Preach? Using Effective
Nonverbal Communication In Elementary and
Secondary Classrooms" at the Seventh Annual
Conlerence on Curriculum Theory. Bergamo
Conference Center. In Dayton, October 1985.
Frank McKanna. political science. chaired a
panel entitled ""Rural and Small Local
Government Management Development How
Should We Proceed?"" at the Annual Region 6
Conference of the American Society for Public
Administration. in Flint. Mich., October 1985.
Wallace DaPua. music ~ilionfhistory.
had four of his choral works presented by the
Fostoria High School choirs. October 1985.
Richard J - , music history and_Llnda
Fldlar, music library, delivered a pai>er entitled
"Integrating Library Instruction within the M uslc
History Sequence" at the joint annual meetings
. of the College Music Society, American
Musicological Society, Society for
Ethnomusicology and Society for Music Theory.
in Vancouver. British Columbia, November 1985.
John Scott. theater, read excerpts from his
original play Currents: From the Rivers of Our
Falhets at the Bermuda Writer's Collective
presentation Regeneration, in Bermuda, July
1985.

llercadn Rys-Early, romance languages, "A
un rio le llanaban Damaso," In Hfspania, vol. 87,

no. 2.

Registration is being accepted for
three cours~s being offered in the
University's Microcomputer
Applications Certificate Program.

rregistr::.~ic,r. rin~'. s" · e~ia!s.
For mo~e j;,~.:; ·"'or. contact

baSed on the principles established in the book
Anglo-Ame11can Calaloging Rules, second
edition, for librarians in the Western Ohio
Regional Library Development System. in Lima.
October 1985.

H. Theodore G~t. Arthur G. Neal, ano J~rry
W. Wicks. soc1o!cgy. $126.573 from :ne Natio,al
lnslitu:e of Ct:ild Health an:l Human
:>evelopment. to pursue •esearch to de~elo;> an
em:iirical "'ooel of tt:e p:vcess by whicn couples
f":"'14~e

decisions re·;ard1ng \'OIL!ntary steriliza:1on_

Conrad McRcterts. tir.an.::ial aid . .>562.555
fiom tnc U.S. Departmer-.t o! ~uca!ion. to
re:mDtJ•sc : ·,e Universily for a cart of the wages
;;aid tc eligible WO'~·Study s:udent emplo~ees.
<"lo,1al~ Kausch, psycnology, $13,500 rrocn t~~
""'' .. .:-·Department of Mental Health. to ;;r.>.i•::·
.·~ :... Js !or tra1~ees who serve •n mer.tat reailt'
:-s:1'1..:tio:is or ai;c:i.:ies.

Mercedes Rys-Early. romance languages. ··er
impacto del Greco en la crirlca modema," In
Tofetom - Bolelin de fa Real Academia de
Bellas Artes y Ciencias Hisloricas. ano LXVlll.
Marcades Flys-Early. romance languages,
"'Melendez Valdes: un Romantico lntelectua1;· in
Revista de Estudios Hispanicos. tomo XVIII, no.

2.
Mercades Rya-Earty. romance languages.
"lmagenes renacentistas en Villagra," in
Festschrift for Dr. Sola-Sole.
Janis L Palllster, romance languages, "The
Anti-castle of 'Pauline Reage; •• in The Journal
of the Midwesl Modem Language Association,
Fall 1985.

Frank McKenna, political science. co-authored
a book entitled Compfexily. Managemenr. and
Change: Applying a Systiims Approach,
pu!>lished by KendallfHunt (Dubuque, Iowa).

Larry A. Dunning. computer science.
··sEC-BED-DED Codes for Error Control in ByteOrganized Memory Systems:· in IEEE
Transactio11s On Computers. June 1985_

no.

Adrian R.
art. gave a presentation about
··A Comparative Study ot the Role of
Foundations Programs" at the Mid-America
College Art Association annual meeting, in
Indianapolis. October 1985.

John Piper. health, physical education and
"recrfla!!on. presented a lecture entitled '"The
l POQer:of-the-Positive-Sell Teacher"" al the
Perrysburg Secondary Schools ln,Service Day. in
Perrysburg. October 1985.
John Piper, health, physical education and
recreation. conducted an in-service workshop
entitled '"Invitational Teaching Methods" at the
Pioneer Joint Vocational School, October 1985.
John Piper, health, physical education and
recreation. spoke about '"4-MAT Learning Styles
and Right-Left Brain Modalities"" to a Phi Delta
Kappa chapter. in Casper. Wyo .• October 1985.
Dlllftll Fyffe, educational curriculum and
instruction, presented '"Problem-Solving with
Inquiry Activities to Supplement Science
Lessons·· at the Annual Conference of the
Science Education Council of Ohio. in
Columbus, March 1985.
Darrell Fyffe. educational curriculum and
instruction, delivered two lectures entitled
··Trends in Mathematics Curriculum'" and
"Integrating Mathematics into the Full
Curriculum"" at the Hamilton County Consortium
for Shared Mathematics In-Service Program, in
Cincinnati, October 1985.

communication disorders. and co-authored "The
Effects of Time Compression on Feature
Discrimination As A Function of Age;• in The
Journal of Auditory Research. vol. 28.
Michael Raatatter, communication disorders,
co-authored "Simple Motor and Phonemic
Processing Reaction Times of Stutterers:· in
Perceptual and Motor Skills, vol. 61, 1985.
Wallace DePua. music theory/composition,
composed a work premiered by the Fostoria
High School Choir at the Fostoria City 1985
ThankSgiving Service.
Reim Nledarholar. biology. Firelands. "'The
Milk Sickness - Drake on Medical Interpretation,"
in the Journal of the American Medical
Association. October 1985.
Karan Gould. French. "'Madeleine Gagnon·s
Po(e)litical Vision: Portrait of an Artist and an
Era," in Traditionalism, Feminism. and
Narionafism: Women Writers of Quebec, 1985.
Richard L WaHar II, interpersonal and public
communication. and Howard W. Cotrell,
instructional media center. ""Imaging can
Increase Self Concept and Lecturing
Effectiveness" in Educalion. vol. 105. Spring
1985.

Strftln Russell. special education. wrote a
review of the "Woodcock L.an;iuage Proficiency
Battery," English form for Tesr Criliques. vol. 3,

Pamala C. Alllaon, health, physical education
and recreation, ""Observing for Competence" in
the Journal of Physical Educarion. Recreation
and Dance, August 1985.

Micheal Raststter. communication disorders.
and Marla May-Watson. doctoral candidate in

Alan Zollman. educational curriculum and
instruction. ··Mathematics Teacher Educator's

27, 11111

v. J.,_ Stephana, political science.
dell•ered a paper entitled ""Political Culture and
Electoral Beha•ior: Women candidates for Stale
Legislative Offices in Connecticut, Indiana.
M1Chigan, Missouri and Ohio. 1930-1982" at the
American Political Science Association"s 81st
annual meeting, in New Ofleans, Aug. 29-Sept. 1,
1985.
Mlc:haal Mandan. popular culture. presented a
paper entitled ··Nickel City: Thompson. Manitoba

Playing At Work" at the Midwest Popular Culture
Association Meeting. in Chicago. October 1985.

Victor Ellswor1h. music education. presented
three sessions on string techniques, orchestral
methods and evaluation techniques at the
District 12 OMEA Music Teachers Jn-Service Day,
in Dayton. October 1985.
Ylctar Ellswuth, music education. conducted
High School AJl~ity String Day for the Sidney
Public Schools. October 1985,

Hanry R. Lalnr, technology, presented a
paper entitl'ld "Organization and Management
Techniques for Collegiate Flight Training
Programs - A Foundation for Improved Human
Resources Management•• at the fall business
meeting of the University Aviation Association.
in New Orleans. September 1985.
Joel Rudlngar. humanities. Firelands College.
presented a paper entitled '"Jumpy Mouse and
the Ghosts Within Us" at the 13th annual
meeting of the Midwest Popular Culture
Association. in Chicago, October 1985.
Michael Mandan, popular culture. delivered a
presentation entitled "!Future Trends in the
Popular Arts" at the meeting of the Art
Education Association of Indiana. in
Indianapolis, October 1985.

Tbomn Hilty, an. had two pieces of art
included with 40 national artists In an exhibition
entitled '"Animals"" at the Robert Kidd Gallery. in
Detroit. December 1985.

Response·· in Science and Mathemalics
Eclucalion f0< lhe Year 2000 and Beyond. Fall
1985.
Ernest Pancsofar, special education. "'The
Impact of the Acquisition of Successive Training
Examples on Generalization" in The Journal of
rhe Association For Persons Wilh Severe
Handicaps.
Ernest Pancaofar. and J - Krouse. special
education. "'Developing Independent Living
Skills: A Focus on Generalizations"' in
Techniques.
Ernest Pancsotar. and Robert Blackwell,
special education, co-authored a book entitled
Communily Entry For The Severely Handicapped:
A User's Guide.
Tsuneo Akaha.political science. wrote a book
entitled Japan in Global Ocean Politics.
published by the University of Hawaii Press,
December 1985.
Raymond F. Barltar. marketing. ""lnlerviewer
Survey on Factors Influencing Respondent
Cooperation'" in the Journal of Data Collection,
Fall 1985.
Chan Hahn, Peter Pinto and Dan Sr.go.
management, "Just-In-Time Production and
Purchasing." in World Executive's Digest,
Originally appeared in the Journal of Purchasing
and Material Management in 1983,

Sue Graziano, legal studies, ··Computerized
Stop Payment Orders Under the u.c.c~
Reasonable Care or Customer Beware"" in the
Commercial Law Journal. November 1985,

York. to purchase recording equipment for
research in speech perception.

Walter F. Mc~r. psychology, $34,459 from
the National Institute of Neurological and
Communicative Disorders and Stroke. to pursue
research tor substantially increasing
understanding of important aspects of language
lateralization and of ability patterns in normal
persons.

Soo;a K. Kim, home economics, $22,709 from
the National Institute on Aging. to reimburse the
University for half of the full-time salary and
fringe benefit charges for the assignment period.
Dr- Kim's duties include coordinating a major
workshop on ··Diet. Nutrition and Aging:· and
advising staff on research findings.

Williar.. ii. Jackson, biological sciences,
S..C.200 from ICI Americas, Inc .• to continue
funding for the suppon of a post-doctoral
fellowship for Bruce CGIYtn for the 1985 calender

Robert Early. English. $4.4n from
Arts Council. to continue funding to
the publication of the Mid-American
official publication of the Univers•ty
Department.

A.I. Miiiiron, management suppport services.
$22,903.60 from the Toledo Area Private Industry
Council. to provide participants with a 33-week
intensive training course designed to qualify
them for the occupation of Food Service
Manager.

kl. Milliron. management support services.
S6.000 from the Wood County Department of
Human Services. to provide initial funding for
classroom job readiness training services for
selected panicipants.

Ernest Sayage. visual commun1cat1on anc
tech'1oiogy education. S40.CX>O from :ne O:ii::

Douglas C. Naclr:BB. chemrstry, SSO.CX>O frorr,
M. anc:I T. Chemicals, Inc., to suppon the
department :>f chemistry in resea!"ch:,; ~:ie

the Ohio
assist with
Review. the
English

Larry Smith. English-Firelands. S1,196 from the
Onio Ans Council, to provide fundrng ror
publishing two issues of The Plough. a 32-1=age
:a:>toid macazine y.·htch pi"Ol""'.Otes t~e v:ri:t:i;
ar.d photcg,aphy of t~e North Centra' Oh::: a:ea.
an:j features re-giona! ~o...,cems.
'<athleen Hart. Englist.. $30.000 from t~e Otiio
&:a:d of Recer.ts. to cor.!•r.•..e fur.:::;ni;; of the
Early English C::.m~sition Assessment P:-.'.)!;r:i"'.
The goz.: of the EECAP is :o i:npr.:>ve lhe
:eaching anc evaiuatior: cf vni:10; at ooth t~e
high sch:lOI dnd "niversit> leve:.S.
Rita Keefe. adi;cation. $10.000 from the
i.1anha Holden Jer.nings FoJr:da!ion. to funj a
serie:a of ?r::>gra~s ~·'iich wiH tionor. e:-:ri:h an.::
provide 3 lon:m for the !:ee ex.:::"lange o! 13eas
among professional educators ol tfo:1t:west
Ohio.
Richard Frye. College Access Propam.
$84,583 from the U.S. Dep.1:1ment cl Eauca::on.
to fund the Talent Search P,.:gram wh1c~
incl~das aidrng qual;!ied ~outtis al finan:;a, er
cult'-!~al need.

C-eoanme:;t of =:ducatior:. to aio: ir. cu~i:u1:..:;:i
and act;vity C:eveto:.:"!"len~ in sJp::v:t c! ~ne f 1 a!e
o~ :n::ustrial a.r:s/te::>-i::c!ogy in Q:-:,i:- i;chco:s.
J~ph L Gray. Germar.. :q~ssi:!.:1 a:-:o =:a;'.
Asian Lans;•Ja,ses S1S ~ f:~m tr.e u.S
Dep&tt:ner.t cf E::li..;cati:J"•• lo assist i:-; !~e oro;ec!

to ad::! advareej 1e..·e1 :ourses i:i R...:ssi.= "'..

.Japar.es-e a!lO Chi~ese. a:-::: be£ir.'."'.. :"'.; ,.:...-.i~~.: to
t~3 U;:;versi!y CUJ'iic~lurr•.

year.

sy:ittiesizi~g

of :nerma!ly sta~le ot"!o~o·~'.tiat:.;s

base= on peroxiCes a:ij

reia~~ cor:i:~:..:~~s

Gerald Sa:ldle1T.ire a:>::

Ma:;ia~t

tsh!er.

~liege of Edu:ati.:lr.. S153.37C.3~ ~~,,-~ ~'ie C~1.J
Jc;ia~mer.! o~ Ccu~alior.. ~o de"·a:c:: = 1 a~.s 3:-:~

.::.;r.icu!uri to un~ertake zcu"·1:ies ces:;;ie~ ~c
ma·nta1n c~m;>lia~ce wit".. ".S~ar'li::ar.:s ~.::::
:.0!1e;es or Ur:"1-e:-sities ?.-~;:.3r:..,:; Teac,...e~s.-·

Jong S. Yoon. biolc;;ical scie~:e~. ~.300 to
fac11::a!e a Natio!"la1 Drcso;::"lita S;:-e.::~e~
R'?SO:..:"ce Ce:it-er a~ the Ur:i-.-ers1t·1.

Conrad McRoberts, li"a~::ra, ~ c. S~S.538
frum !he U.S. Oeoartmer.! of =c;.;::at~.:::i. :o

Dori Bright. business education. S3.2& tru~
tne On:o De;:a1r.ient c'. Educa!i::>n. ·~fund
NCt"llSl'OPS tO 00 o'esented throu~llou: t~e stale
deaiing with the legal aspe.::ts o: hi:ir.g an:!

Barry Piersol. College ::' Te::~noicg~·. S9?5
trom the Tennessee Valley .e.i.;tt:cr'ty. foe ar.

firing as related to sex equity.

Larry H. SmaH. ccmmur:i~at;cr1 c!1sc:-.:e:"s.
$1.500 from the Axe-Houg:itor. F:iurd:•t1~n. New

s;.;;;p~e~er.:

tr.e ?e:: Grant

~o;rarn.

academic enric!lme:it program that 1.:"3i:'!S
stude~ts j~ uppe:- grade ie"w·e!s tn:ct..•Qt': 'ieid
experie~ca 1n s~e-c1a,Jze~ aie;iS a;-;d in
inte .. Cisc1pl;:1ary aopr.:;i,.:.r.as in~.~· ...·:~g cu:Ocor
recre-a~ic:i. ej<.J~at;c:i and r.:.:r;.g..;.rre:lt o1

riat:.;ral resource:.

·.

Black History Month features Dick Gregory

Datebook
Monday, Jan. 27
"The Big Chill," University Activities
Organization sponsored film, 7 p.m. and 9
p.m., 121 West Hall. Tickets are priced at
$1.50 for students, faculty and staff (with
University ID).

\Yednesday,Jan.29
Modem Philosophy Symposium,
sponsored by Social Philosophy and
Policy Center, philosophy department,
Graduate College and College of Arts and
Sciences, featuring Louis Leob, 2 p.m.;
Alan Hausman, 3 p.m., and Antony G.N.
Flew, 8 p.m., all sessions in Mileti Alumni
Center. Free.
.
Student Organizations Luclershlp
Worilahop, Or. Bob Arrowsmith will speak
on "The ACGFA Process::- How to Apply
for Funding," 5:~:30 p.m., Town Room,
University Union.
Women's Basketball, Bowling Green vs.
Ball State Univ., home, 5:30 p.m.
Men's Basketball, Bowling Green vs.
Ball State Univ., home, 8 p.m.
Concert, the Bach Aria Group appears
in the Bowling Green Festival Series, 8
p.m., Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts
Center. Tickets are priced at $5.50, $8, $10
and $12.50 and can be reserved by calling
372-8171.

Civil Rights activists Dick Gregory,
Angela Davis and U.S. Rep. Walter
Fauntroy will be keynote speakers
during Black History Month activities
at the University.
A speech by Gregory on Feb. 28
will cap a series of events intended to
recognize the contributions of blacks
to world and American history and
society. Gregory will speak at 7 p.m.
in 115 Education Building.
Black History Month will begin Feb.
1 with a conference entitled "An
Affirmation of the Afro-Ame1 ican
Male: Myths and Realities.'' The •.c.. :
conference, to be held 8:30 a.m.-noon
in the Main Auditorium, University
Hall and from 1:30-4 p.m. on the third
floor of the University Union, will
feature three speakers. They include
Samuel B. McKinney, senior pastor of
Mount Zion Baptist Church in Seattle,
Wash.; Audrey Manley, medical
director and deputy associate
administrator for planning, evaluation
and legislation, U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services; and

Calvin Butts, adjunct professor of
African Studies at City College in
New York and executive minister of
the Abyssinian Baptist Ghurch.
The month's activities also include
a trip to the Toledo Masonic
Auditorium on Feb. 9 at 2 p.m. to see
a production of "The Tap Dance Kid."
A theater production of "Currents:
From the Rivers of Our Fathers" is
scheduled for a Feb. 12-16 run in Joe
E. Brown Theater. Performances
begin at 8 p.m. each night.
A Black Film Festival will be held
on three nights, Feb. 13, 20 and 27,
and will feature "Beverly Hills Cop,"
"Ragtime" and "Men of Bronze." The
films will be shown at 7 p.m. in
Amani, Commons.
Marvelene Styles, director of
counseling services and placement,
San Diego State University, will be
the keynote speaker on Feb. 14 at a
program sponsored by the offices of
college student personnel, minority
affairs, ethnic studies, the Human
Relations Commission and the

University begins first paid ad campaign

The University's first paid
advertising campaign will get
Economics Woritshop Serles, Kyoo Kim
underway this week with the airing of
will speak on "A Survey of Principal prime-time television and radio
Agency Models," 2:30-4 p.m., 109 Business
commercials
on area stations.
Administration. All Interested are welcome
The
venture
was prompted by
to attend.
..Gone With The Wind," University
changing Federal Communications
Activities Organization sponsored film, 8
Commission regulations concerning
p.m., 121 West Hall. Free.
the use of public service
announcement (PSA) time on
television stations.
Excellence In Education, series
''The· PSA market, which Bowling
sponsored by College of Education and
Green
used quite heavlly a few years
Allied Professions, "Leaming from the
ago,
has
dried up because the FCC
Third World - My Teaching Experience In
no
longer
requires stations tc. run
China," presentation by Bizabeth
them," said Clifton Boutelle, director
Stimson, educational curriculum and
of public relations. "If we want to
instruction, 1:30 p.m., 215 Education
have our message used on prime-time
Building. Free.
Women's Gymnastics, Bowling Green
television, the only way to go is paid
vs. Valparaiso Univ., home, 2 p.m.
adyertising."
Men's and Women's SWtmmlng, Bowling
Beginning today, six television
Green vs. Miami Univ., at Oxford, 3 p.m.
stations in Toledo and Lima will
"Amadeus," University Activities
Organization sponsored film, Jan. 31 and
begin airing four 30-second spots
Feb. 1, 7 p.m. and 10 p.m., Main
featuring the University. In addition,
Auditorium, University Hall. Tickets are
nine selected northwest Ohio radio
priced at $1.50 for students, faculty and
stations will be using five 60-second
staff (with University ID).
messages. The campaign, which will
.Hockey, Bowling Green vs. Western
alternate the radio and television ads
Michigan Univ., at Kalamazoo, Mich., 7:30
on
a weekly basis, will run through
p.m.
March 24.
Boutelle said the purpose of the
Confenll1C8. "An Affirmation of the Afro- campaign is to increase awareness of
Arnerlcan Male: Myths and Realities," 8:30 Bowling Green in northwest Ohio
a.m.-noon, Main Auditorium, University
Hall; 1:30-4 p.m., third floor, University
Union, sponsored by the Office of Minority
Affairs and the Ohio Department of
The following free computer
Human Services.
Women's Basketball, Bowling Green vs.
seminars are available to faculty,
Western Michigan Univ., at Kalamazoo,
staff and graduate students.
Mich., noon.
• Jan. 31 - Introduction to
Men's Basketball, Bowling Green vs.
University Computer Services, an
Western Michigan Univ., at Kalamazoo,
overview of policies, procedures,
Mich., 3 p.m.
hardware and software, 102 Hayes
Women's SWtmmlng, Bowling Green vs.
Hall, 3:30-5 p.m.
Oakland Univ., home, 3 p.m.
• Feb. 4 - Microcomputer
Hockey, Bowling Green vs. Western
Concepts (hands-on), covers basic
Michigan Univ., at Kalamazoo, Mich., 7:30
p.m.
terminology, hardware and software
components and microcomputer
application, Library Lab, 1:30-4:30
Concert, the Collegiate Chorale and
p.m.
Collegiates will present a "Broadway
• Feb. 6 - Introduction to DOS
Review," 3 p.m., Kobacker Hall, Moore
(hands-on), covers IBM's Disk
Musical Arts Center. Tickets are priced at
Operation System commands
$3 for adults and $1 for students and may
involving loading the operating
be purchased at the door.
system, saving and retrieving ·files,
etc., Library lab, 8:30-11:30 am.
• Feb. 7 - The IBM PC for Job
"Romancing The Ston9." University
Entry to the IBM 4381 (hands-on),
Activities Organization sponsored film, 7
p.m. and 9 p.m., 121 West Hall. Tickets are using the IBM Personal Editor
software to edit files and then submit
priced at $1.50 for students, facuHy and
them to the IBM mainframe, Union
staff (with University ID).
Lab, 8:30-10 am.
Men's Basketball, Bowling Green vs.
Eastern Kentucky Univ., home, 8 p.m.
• Feb. 10 - Introduction to
Multimate on the IBM PC (hands-on),
creating and editing documents,
Ubrar/ Lab, 8:30-11:30 a.m.
• Feb. 13 - Introduction to Lotus
1-2-3 on the IBM PC (hands-on),
introduces spreadsheet usage

Thursday, Jan. 30

Friday, Jan. 31

Saturday, Feb. 1

among two target groups - the
primary one being young adults age
17 to 24 and, the second, adults
between 24 and 49.
For the first group, the aim will be
to reinforce their knowledge and
impressions of Bowling Green or to
introduce them to some aspects of
the University. For the adult audience,
many of whom will influence their
children about a choice of college,
the advertising effort will increase
their awareness of Bowling Green, its
faculty and programs.
Subject matter of the commercials
is keyed to what research shows are
influencing factors in why students
choose a particular college - quality
of the faculty, programs, costs and
job opportunities.
Most of the $25,000 budget is being
used to purchase time on television
and radio stations. Production of the
commercials, which were directed by
David Drury, public relations, was
done at WBGU-TV, Channel 57,
studios and the Instructional Media
Center.
Dave George, Channel 57, did the
video work as well as the editing of
the television ads. George Cripe,
instructional medial center, produced
the radio tapes, which were narrated

Free seminars offered by computer services

Sunday,Feb.2

Monday, Feb. 3

Exhibits

Jan. 31
Through March 9

..Planet Quest," University planetarium
produced program. Tuesdays and Fridays,
8 p.m.; Sundays, 7:30 p.m. A 2 p.m.
matinee will b8 shown on Feb. 15 and 22.
A $1 donation per person will be accepted.

Through Jan. 31
Northwest Ohio Scholastic Art Exhibit,
Fine Arts Gallery. Free.

College of Education Colloquium
Committee. Entitled "Blacks in Higher
Education: Two Decades Under
Scutiny," Dr. Styles speech will be
held at 10 am. in the Alumni Room,
University Union.
Other events include a gospel
concert Feb. 16 at 6 p.m. in Kobacker
Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center. Rep.
Fountroy, who is· well-known for his
civil. rights activities, will speak in 121
West Hall at 7 p.m., Feb. 19. Also on
that day, the admissions office will
sponsor Discovery Day for minority
high school students from Toledo.
The students will be given tours of
campus and told about academic
programs and financial aid. A soul
food dinner will be held in northeast
Commons at 5 p.m., Feb. 20, and
Angela Davis will speak in 115
Education Building at 7 p.m., Feb. 21.
Also during the month, government
documents, maps, children's
literature, readings, books and
journals representing many aspects
of black history will be displayed at
Jerome Library.

Space telecast delayed
The broadcast date of a live
telecast by Christa McAulliffe, the
teacher selected by NASA to ride the
space shuttle Voyager II, has been
rescheduled for Jan. 30. The telecast
will be presented on WBGU-TV,
Channel 57.

covering cells, ranges, formulas, etc.,
Library lab, 1:30-4:30 p.m.
• Feb. 14 - Introduction to PC-File
Ill on the IBM PC (hand-on), covers
database applications including
filing, sorting and printing reports,
Library Lab, 8:30-11 :30 am.
To register for any of the seminars,
contact the secretary in 238 Math
Science (372-2102).

by President Paul J. Olscamp. William
Schurk, music library, provided the
background music for the radio and
television ads.
A survey will be conducted in
February and March by students
taught by Raymond Barker,
marketing, to determine the Impact of
the campaign and to provide
information that can be used in future
advertising efforts.

Classified

Emplo~ent

Opportunities
The following classified positions are
available.
• Indicates that an internal candidate
from the department is bidding and being
considered for the position.
NEW VACANCIES
Posting Expiration Date for Employees to
Apply: 5 p.m. llonday, Feb. 3, 1986

2-3-1

Cashier 1

Pay Range 3
Food Operations
Academic year, part-time
2-3-2

Custodial Wortcer
Pay Range2
Plant Operations and
Maintenance

2-3-3

Food Senlce Manager 1

Pay Range 27
Food Operations
CONTINUING VACANCIES
Posting Expiration Date for Employees to
Apply: 5 p.m. Tuesday, Jan. 28, 1986
1-:ZS.1

Food Senlce Worker

Pay Range 1
Food Operations
Academic year, full-time

I

Faculty/Staff Positions
The following faculty positions are available:
Accounting and Management Information Systems: Assistant/associate professor,
assistant professor (two positions) and associate professor. Contact Parle Leathers
(2·2767). Deadline: Feb. 1.
·Art Therapy: Assistant professor. Contact Kristin Congdon (2-8515). Deadline: Jan. 31.
College Student Personnel: Assistant professor. Contact Camey Strange (2-7388).
Deadline: Feb. 1.
Educational Administration and Superrialon: Assistant professor (two positions) and
associate professor. Contact Richard Carlson (2-7377). Deadline: Feb. 1.
English: Intern instructor (three positions) and temporary lecturer (two positions).
Contact Lester Barber (2-2576). Deadline: Feb. 1.
Ubnlry: Head, Popular Culture Library. Contact Paul Yon (2-2411). Deadline: Jan. 31.
Mathematics & Statistics: Assistant professor (anticipated). Contact Arjun Gupta
(2-7453). Deadline: Feb. 1.
Paycholog). Assistant professor. Contact Robert Conner (2-2301). Deadline: Feb. 1.
Radlo-Telftlsion-Fllm: Associate professor. Contact Denise Trauth (2-2224). Deadline:
Jan. 31.
Romance Languages: Instructor. Contact Diane Pretzer (2-2667). Deadline: Feb. 28.
Soclology: Assistant professor, mathematical demography. Contact M.D. Pugh
(2-2294). Deadline: April 1.
Visual Communication & Technology Education: Assistant/associate professor,
architectural design. Contact Ernest B. Ezell Jr. (2·7566). Deadline: March 15.
Vlaual Communication & Technology Education: Assistant/associate professor, visual
communication. Contact Charles Spontelli (2-7579). Deadline: March 15.
The following administrative staff positions are available:
Athletlca: Assistant football coach (five positions). Contact Moe Ankney (2-7083).
Deadline: As soon as possible.
Denlapment Associate director. Contact Susan Caldwell (2-2558). Deadline Feb. 1.
Ubrary: Coordinator of circulation services. Contact Joan Repp (2·2106). Deadline:
Jan. :;1.
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Project among
finalists for
Eminent Scholar
The University is a finalist in the
competition for a state Eminent
Scholar position that will be awarded
in June by the Ohio Board of Regents.
Bowling Green's single entry for
one of the nine positions is among 24
proposals still in the running for
funds. There were 61 submissions
offered by state universities.
A panel of national and state
academic and business leaders will
review the remaining proposals and
conduct site visits before
recommending which projects should
receive awards. March 3 has been
scheduled as Bowling Green's site
visit, according to Christopher Dunn,
director, research services.
The Eminent Scholar program
provides a $500,000 grant for each
award to support the work of a
prominent researcher in a specified
academic area. Universities must at
least match the grant to provide a $1
million total award. The program was
first funded in the 1983-85 state
budget.
The University's single entry came
from the chemistry department and
involves photochemical science.
Douglas Neckers, chair, chemistry,
said the proposal is directly related to
the creation of a Center for
Photochemical Sciences at the
University. The center, which is the
only one of its kind in the country,
was established in December 1985.
"Our proposal is aimed at bringing
an eminent scholar to campus to .
work in the photochemical sciences,
which could then translate into
benefits for industry in Ohio," said Or.
Neckers, who is director of the
center.
Laser, photographic and imaging
industries could benefit from the
research, he said.
"Our proposal follows the regents'
wish that the program focus on areas
that are unique," said Or. Neckers.
''The center and the research our
department has been doing is
extremely unique in the United States
and North America. We have an
opportunity to develop programs that
will be useful to basic research and
industries in the state.
''This was a natural for us. It's what
we have been doing for 15 years. The
competition is tough and we gave it
our best shot."
"We have a one in three chance of
approval," said Dunn. "But our
thinking is that our chances are
better than that for a couple of
reasons.
"We are one of the few chemistry
proposals and the only one that
involves basic chemical research. The
facility where the scholar would be
conducting research is superb and
the department has a record of
research that is probably among the
strongest in the state. All those
things make it very attractive for an
eminent scholar."
Bowling Green is involved with the
Eminent Scholar program in another
way. Peggy C. Giordano, sociology, is
one of 15 members of the selection
panel. Five on the panel represent
state universities, five people
represent business and industry in
Ot'!io and five are scholars from
outside Ohio.
Other universities with proposals
still in the running are Ohio State
(with 11), University of Cincinnati (6),
(See Eminent, Page 2)
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Preparing For Show. Nam-Woo Cho, Tony Bouillon and
Charles Bensman (1-r) examine one of Cho's works
prior to the annual Graduate Student Art Show. The
three will have their efforts in metalworking, drawing

and painting, respectively, on display at the show,
which opens at 7 p.m. on Feb. 7 at the University's
Fine Arts Gallery.

Council proposes 1O percent raise
The Classified Staff Council is
seeking a 10 percent increase in
salaries in the 1986-87 budget for
those employees at the end of their
step levels. The council also is asking
for a 9 percent raise for classified
staff still in steps.
Council Tuesday accepted a
committee proposal that
recommended the increases. The
carefully prepared, itemized proposal
seeks $13,738,004 to cover the
classified budget, including wages,
increases and benefits. The figure is
$1,709,974 higher than what was
initially proposed by the
administration as it prepares the
1986-87 budget.
The council's proposal will now go
to the University budget committee,
which is reviewing proposals from all
segments of the campus community.
Council members said the
difference between requests for
employees at the limit of their step
increases and those who had not
reached that limit was an equitable
way of handling wage distribution.
About 70 percent of 1,025 classified
employees would receive the 10
percent increase under the proposal.
The 1O percent represents a 4 percent
increase for inflation, 4 percent to
build in a step increase and 2 percent
to adjust for not getting what was
requested in the 1985-86 budget.
The remaining 30 percent of
classif~.employees would receive a
9 percent increase, based on the
propos~I. Of that, 4 percent would be
for normal step increases, 4 percent
for inflation and 1 percent for an
adjustrlient from the 1985-86 budget.
In the proposal, $1,485,240 would
cover wage increases, while another
$222,786 would be needed to cover
increased benefits.
"We recognize that this is only a
proposal," said Sharon Stuart, chair.

Classified
Staff Council
"We are saying we want 10 percent of
the pool. Certainly, this is not the
final figure.''
In December 1985, the Faculty
Senate approved a similar request for
a 9.5 percent increase in the salary
pool for continuing faculty. In the
past, increases for administrative
staff have been tied to the faculty
increases.
On a related matter, the council
voiced displeasure with aspects of a
Modified Pay Structure Pian
submitted by the House Bill 309
Committee. The 17-member
committee of classified employees is
developing a new pay structure that
iS intended to address annual
increases, bonus/merit awards, job
classifications and reclassifications
and longevity pay.
Council members were particularly
displeased with a proposal that calls
for a survey of job titles and salaries
within a 30-35-mile radius of Bowling
Green and Huron. Council said it
would be unfair to compare University
jobs to those of private industry.
Instead, members said the survey
should be conducted at comparable
universities throughout the state.
In other matters, the council
endorsed the concept of having
members elected. The entire
21-member council will be elected
before the end of the current
academic year. The election is
expected to be as close to May 1 as
possible, but before the end of the
academic year May 10.
Nominations will be accepted for
one month. The names of candidates

will be advertised for another month.
Selection will be based on vice
presidential area, with employees in
each area voting for their
representatives. Ballots will be cast
at Memorial Hall and at Firelands
College between 7 am. and 6 p.m.
The specific date of the election will
be announced la\er.
At the first meeting of the newly
elected council, selection of terms
will be done by lottery. Seven
members will serve for one year,
seven for two years and seven for
three years. Yearly elections will then
be held to fill the seven vacant seats
that become open. Eventually all
terms will be for three years.
The council also:
• Approved sending a survey that
assesses benfits to all part-time
classified employees. A questionnaire
will also be sent to other state
universities requesting information
regarding benefits for part·time
employees.
• Reviewed the results of a survey
of employees regarding a variety of
matters, including holidays, child
care, the bookstore, benefits. summer
hours and the Monitor. A formal
report is expected at the next
meeting.
• Endorsed experimenting with a
10-hour day, four-day work week
where feasible. The endorsement will
be sent to Richard Rehmer, director,
personnel support services.
• Was told that employees would
be receiving a condensed list of
participants in the Toledo Industrial
Recreation and Employee Services
Council (T.l.R.E.S.). Member
businesses offer discounts of their
products or services. A complete list
of participating businesses is
available in the office of personnel
support services.

